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ABSTRACT
A rotor-journal bearing system for a twin rotary compressor has been
nlliDerically analyzed to estimate the reliability and to optimize the bearing
design. For rotary compressors, large dynamic loads act on the rotor. They are
unbalanced forces due to eccentric rotation parts and gas forces induced by the
difference in pressure between compression and suction gases. In such a case, the
rotor-journal bearing system becomes nonlinear, because the stiffness and damping
coefficients of the lubricating oil film in the bearings vary. Such a rotor
system is solved as a coupled problem of momentum equations and Reynolds
equations for all the bearings. The analytical procedure and the results are
described in this paper.

INTRODUCTION
Twin rotary compressors have double compression units. Two rolling pistons
mounted on the rotor have eccentricity in the opposite direction with each other.
Torque fluctuations are smaller than those of single rotary compressors because
gas is compressed twice per rotor revolution. So, they have the advantages of low
noise and low vibration. The authors have developed a twin rotary compressor for
air conditioners. It is able to be operated from 15 Hz to 150 Hz in rotating
frequency against 30 Hz to 150 Hz for single rotary compressors. Therefore, the
capacity of the air conditioner can be varied more widely.
In general, large dynamic loads act on the rotor of rotary compressors. They
are unbalanced forces due to the eccentric rotation of the rolling pistons and
the b[ilancers, and gas forces induced by the difference in pressure between
compression and suction gases. Therefore, when the compressor is driven at high
speed, the rotor rotates with a large bending deformation, and the journal
bearings are put under a severe condition. Such a rotor-journal bearing system
has been numerically analyzed for the above-mentioned twin rotary compressor. It
is important to investigate the rotor action and the bearing load characteristic s
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to estimat e the reliabi lity of the rotor system
and to optimal ly design the
bearing . The analyti cal procedu re is describ ed and
the results are discuss ed as
compared with those of the single rotary compres sor.

GOVERNMENT EQUATIONS
Fig.l shows the rotor-jo urnal bearing system of a twin
rotary compres sor and
its coordiw te system for analysi s. An elastic flexibl
e rotor is support ed by
three journal bearing s ~ • ~ and ~ approxi mated
by the short bearing theory.
2
1
3
In the rotor system, it must be couside red that
the stiffne ss and damping
coeffic ients of the oil film in the bearing s vary
due to large dynamic loads,
namely. unbalan ced forces and the gas forces. Therefo
re, the Reynolds equatio us
are used to calcula te the bearing reactio n forces.
Momentum Equatio ns of a Rotor
The momentum equatio ns of an elastic flexibl e rotor
are partial differe ntial
equatio ns. In this analysi s. they are exchang ed
with ordiwr y differe ntial
equatioD S by the finite element method. Using one--dim
ensiowl beam element s which
have a local coordin ate system shown in Fig.2, the
inertia and stiffne ss terms of
the element s are written as follows in x.y directi ons.
respect ively. Subscri pt e
display s that individ ual matrice s(!) and vectors are
element units.

Inertia terms
Stiffne ss terms

:><-direction

~-direction

m [Mx]e {x}e

m [My)e {Y}e

(1)

EI [Kx]e {x}e

El [Ky]e {y} e

(2)

{:><} e • [xn' an, xn+l' a
]T
n+l e

{y}e • [Yn· 8n• Yn+l" 8 n+l] Te

(3)

where m ~ p A 1. m is the mass, p is the density ,
A is the cross section . 1 is
the length. and EI is the flexura l stiffne ss (E
is Young's modulus. I is the
second moment of area) of the element s. respect ively,
and xn and Yn are the
deflect ions of the node n in the x.y directio ns, and
an and Bn are the rotatio us
of the node n around the y and x axes, respect ively.
Conside ring the inertia of
rotatio n for the motor rotor overhan ging from
the upper bearing , the mass
matrice s are
[Mx]e

~

2
[Mox)e + kd [Mix]e

kd 2 ~ <d 2
0

+

(4)

d. 2l!16
l

(5)

where d0 is the outer diamete r and di is the inner
diamete r of the elemen ts. The
momentum equatio ns of a system matr:bt form for the
elastic flexibl e rotor are
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derived by assembling the element matrices and the element vectors.

(6)

(7)

where {FBx} and {FBy} are the bearing reaction forces, ami {Fx} ami {FY} are the
outer loads acting on the rotor. The bearing reaction forces are given by
integrating the oil pressure obtained by solving the Reynolds equatioilS. They act
on the nodes put on the bearings, ami equal zero on the other nodes. The boundary
condi1:ion of the rotor ends where n • 1 and N is the free e!ld, automatically
Satisfied in the case of the finite element method.
Bearing Reaction Forces
The pressure gradient of the oil film in the circumferential direction can
be ignored by the short bearing theory. Then, the reduced Reynolds equation is
(8)

(9)

Sa3l,

pi is
where i is the number of the bearings (here 1 to 3 for 5a 1 .~ 2 ami
the oil pressure. #i is the oil viscosity, ci is the radial clearance, w is the
angular speed of rotation, ami hi is the oil film thickness. Differentiating
Eq.(9J with t and e.
(10)

Substituting Eqs. (9) and (10) into Eq. (8). and integrating under the -boundary
condition pig Pa where z ~ 0, Li' the pressure p 1 -pa is obtained.
(11)

fp(e)

~

[w(xn sine- Yn cos eJ - 2(xn cos
/(c.1 -xn cos

e -yn

sin el

e+

yn sin el]

3

where Li 1s the bearing length. The bearing reaction forces FBxi,
obtained by integrating Eq.(ll).
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(12)

FByi are

(13)

Rai

where

directi on.

is the rotor radius, and 81 and e2 are the boUDdary conditi
ons in the 8

OUTER LOADS
Unbalanced Forces
Unbalanced forces due to the rolling pistons and the
balance rs rotate with
the same speed as the rotor. The unbalan ced forces are
Fuxj}
2 {cos(~+ ~uj)}
F
- (W ./g) r. w
. (~ + ~ )
uyj
J
J
s~n
uj

(14)

where, j ~ 1. 2, ... , Wj is the eccentr ic weight, rj
is the eccentr ic radius, g is
the gravita tional acceler ation, ~ is the rotor rotatin
g angle shOllll in Fig.1 and
~uj is the phase differe nce to ~-

Gas Forces
Gas forces are induced by the differe nce in pressur e
p(~) and ps between the
two cells formed by the blade, as shoMn in Fig.l. They
rotate with one half of ~.
and act on the rotor at the upper and laMer compres
sion units with a phase
differe nce of 180", with eacb other. The gas forces
FGx and FGy are obtaine d by
integra ting the differe nce in p(~) and ps along
the side area of the rolling
piston.
FGx(~)}
{COS(~/2)}
(~) ~ 2(p(~)-ps) he Rr sin(~/2) siD(~/2)
Gy

F

(15)

where ~ • 21! - ~. ps is the suction pressur e, he is
the cylinde r height, and Rr
is the radius of the rolling piston. When the gas
is adiaba tically compressed
from~~ o·. p(~) is
p(I/JJ

~

{ Ps (Vs/V(~)) r

(16)

pd
where

r

is the specifi c heat ratio, pd is the dischar ge pressur
e,

V(I/J) is( 2 )
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v5

~

V(O), and

V(~) • (1/2)

he Rc

2

f(~l

(17)

1
2
2
f(~)- (1-a 2) ¢- (1/2)(1-a) sin(2¢)- a sin- {(1/a-1)sin¢ }
(18)

where a • Rr!Rc' and Rc is the inner radius of the cylinder.

ANALYTICAL PROCEDURE AND MODELS
An1ytica1 Procedure
Using the inverse matrices of the mass matrices [~]. [My]' equation(6) is
deformed as follONs.

(19)

Outer loads {Fx} , {Fy} are sum of the unbalanced forces and the gas forces.
(20)

Equation(19 ) is numerically integrated to obtain {x},{y},{x} and {Y} at each
time step. The bearing reaction forces {Fax}, {FBy} are obtained by Eq. (13). The
origin and the direction of e are defined as the same as those of 1/J. The botmdary
conditions e1 • e2 are detemined where the oil films are rupnired, where pi ~ 0.
Hence. only the active pressure is integrated except for negative pressure. Then,
e1 and e2 cannot be found until the pressure distribution s are given, because
they vary with time. Hence. the deteminatio n of e1 and 9z, and the calculation
of {FBx} and {Fay} are repeated at every time step in the numerical integration.
In this analysis, Eq. (19) is integrated by the Runge-Kutta method, and the
Simpson's fomula is employed for Eq. (13).
Analysis Models and Analytical Conditions
The analysis IDOdels of the twin and single rotary COIIIPI'essors are shown in
Fig. 3. They all have the same discharging capacity. The rotors are supp:lrted by
three short bearings, ~ 1 • ~ 2 and ~ 3 . Here, the c0111pression gas is sealed
between the end of the rolling piston and the bearing flange, and furthermore.
both ends of the bearings are usually open through the rotor interior. Therefore,
the boundary conditions at the bearing ends where z • 0 and L1 are satisfied. The
gas force profiles per rotor revolution, obtained by Eqs.(15) to (18) and used in
this analysis. are shoKD in Fig.4. The dimensions of the balancers are determined
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under the static balancing condition on the rotor system. Here,
Ful' FuZ' FGl and
FGZ' which act on the two nodes put on the rolling pistons, are
divided by 2 to
allocate to each node. The models were analyzed at rotor rotating
frequency
f ~1SO Hz. The relation among 1/J, f
and w is 1/J ~ 2nf • wt. The initial
0
0
condition s of {x}.{y}, etc. were set to zero at t - 0, and0 time
integrati on was
performed until the rotor action became steady. namely, 4 revolutio
ns.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The rotor actions obtained by this analysis for the twin and single
rotary
compress ors are shown in Fig.5 and Fig.6, respectiv ely. The rotor
centers at 1/J •
0", 90", 180" and 270" are presented in the figures. We can see
that the rotors
are whirling with bending deformati on. Especiall y, it was
found that the
deformat ion and whir ling of the motor rotor were large. This . was
caused by · the
balancer on the tap end of the motor rotor. which was the free
end and most
distant from
. Namely, the motor rotor was bent largely from ~ by the
3
3
bending moment due to Fu . Comparing (a) with (b) in Fig.S, it
is easily seen
4
that the whirling of the twin rotary compresso r is smaller for
the sare rotating
speed, because Fu is smaller than that of the single rotary_co mpressor
(refer to
4
APPENDIX). The whirling diameters of the top ecd are 0.12 !liD for
(a), and 0.24 !liD
for (b) . The rotor action between
and
3 is influence d by the bending
deformat ion of the motor rotor, as shown in Fig.6. The rotor is
inclined largely
between
and
is
in the opposite
3 • and therefore , the eccentri city in
3
direction to the other bearings.
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Sal

Saz

5a

5a
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The loci of the rotor center in the bearings are shown in Fig.7.
We can see
the relative locations of the rotor center in
~ and ~ , referring to the
2
locations at 1/J ~ 40" • 120" and 220" . The loci in ~ and ~ 3for
the twin rotary
1
2
compresso r are smaller than those for the single rotary compresso
r. and they are
only in the negative- -x and active-y region. However, the rotor
center in
is
3
whirling largely by influence of the motor rotor behavior.

Sal,

11

Fig.8 shows the profiles of the bearing reaction forces, which
are the
bearing loads, per rotor revolutio n. The vertical axis is the
compound value of
FBxi and FByi. For the twin rotary compresso r, the load on ~l
is the largest
except for nearby 1/J ~ 45". On the other hand. for the single rotary
compresso r,
the profiles for
and
are simillar with each other, but the load on ~ is
2
always larger. It can be seen that the gas forces act as loads
mainly on
and
s82 from these characte ristics. The load an ~ is small for both compress ors. It
3
seems that the load is mainly due to the oil pressure icduced
by the eccentric
rotation of the rotor, as shown in Fig.7. Each peak load is 56.3
kgf on
for
(a) and 84.2 kgf on
for (b), respectiv ely. The bearing loads of the twin
rotary compresso r are lighter for the same dischargi ng capacity.

Sal

Saz

Sal

Sal

Saz
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Fig.9 shows the variations in the pressure distribution of the oil film in
the bear-ings where z ~ 1/2 Li per rotor revolution. The horizontal axis is the
bearing. location in the e direction. The vertical axis is the pressure pi """Pa for
which the origin is displaced at each rotor rotating angle with similar
intervals. The pressure in ~3. which transfers in the e direction with the same
phase as IJ>, is thus generated on the whole area, because the rotor is whirling
along the bearing inner face. The variations in the distributions in s81 and ~ 2
correspond to the bearing load profiles in Fig.B. However, for the single rotary
compressor, the pressure induced by the rotor whirl is clearly found in ~ 2 at e
~ 180' to 330' and 1/J ~ 0' to 150'. It is the reaction pressure against ~, as
the pressure is in the opposite location to it for ~ 3 at the same rotor rotating
angle. Therefore, ~ 2 of the single rotary compressor is loaded by the reaction
force of ~ 3 in addition to the gas force. Therefore, it is understood that the
load on ~ is larger than that on ~ • as shown in Fig.8(bl. For the twin rotary

2

1

compressor, such a reaction pressure in

~

2 was not clearly found.

In general, for a rotary compressor, a groove to supply the lubricating oil
is prepared on the bearing inner face in the nearly axis direction. This groove
is needed to be located where pressure is not generated. By referring to
Fig.9(a), it can be seen that the optimum locations of the oil supplying grooves
are 180' to 305', 220' to 290', and 230' to 330" in ~ 1 • ~ 2 and ~ 3 •
respectively, for the twin rotary compressor. The locations for the single rotary
compressor are 210' to 300', 260' to 335', and 240' to 315', respectively, from
Fig.9(b). Here, the regions of the lower pressures are selected for ~ and ~ 2

3

of the single rotary compressor.

CONCLUSIONS

The rotor action with elastic bending deformation, the bearing load
profiles, and the pressure distributions of the oil film have been obtained, and
the differences in the dynamic_ characteris:tics between twin and single rotary
compressors have been made clear by dynamic oina..lysis. For a twin rotary
compressor, the whir ling locus and the elastic deformation of the rotor 10ere
found to be smaller, and the bearing loads lighter than those of a single rotary
compressor with the same discharging capacity, at a high speed drive (at 150Hz).
The optimum locations of the oil supplying groove in the bearing inner face can
be determined by referring to the variationS of the pressure distributions.
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APPENDIX
The followi ng propert ies were used in this analysi s.
2

E

(kg/DDD )

16500.0
6.57 x 10-10 (motor rotor)
7.34 x 10-10 (re.aiDd er)
ci (mm)
0.008
Li (mm)
8.0
JJi (cp)
3.0 (centip oise)
RBi (DDD)
16.0
(i•1to 3)
(al Twin Rotary Compressor
(b) Single Rotary Compressor
1
2
3
4
1
3
4
0.09 0.09 0.0057 0.0028
0.104 0.054 0.022
3.5
3.5
13.0
13.0
4.02 13.0 13.0
0
180
180
0
0
180
0
p (kg sec 2/DDD 4)

j
Wj (Kg)
r J (IIDD)
¢uj (deg.)

T

Rr (DDD)

Rc (mm)
he (el
ps(kg/Dmh
pd(kg/tmrh

~

~

1.15
16.55
20.05
16.0
0.06
0.23

1.15
16.55
20.05
16.0
0.06
0.23

1.15
16.03
20.05
28.0
0.06
0.23
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z
I Motor Rotor
2 Upper Bearing
3 Rolling Piston

4 Lower Bearing
5 Blade

Fig.2 Local Coordinate System
of Beam Elements

Fig.l Rotor-Journal Bearing System
and Compression Unit of Twin
Rotary Compressors
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